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Abstract
The emergence of young Muslims since the last decade has led Muslim industry to grow rapidly into the market bringing new social era of Islamic fashion. What is the role of religious piety boosting the production the Muslim fashion industry? This article argues that Muslim fashion have embodied within economic part of religion. In addition, this glowing of the industry has been supported by the blooming of such factors as media (Muslim magazines), Muslim designers, Muslim communities, and Muslim fashion stores. The industry of Muslim fashion ultimately becomes one of the most promising industries in fashion retail in Indonesia and other Muslim majority countries.
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Introduction
The linking between religious piety and the Muslim fashion industry has increasingly been a global phenomenon (Yetişer & Genç, 2015). The instability of Islamic-ness in the veiling-fashion industry in Turkey draws out the implications of this finding for understanding of the socio-spatial work of the commodity (Gökarıksel & Anna, 2009; Gökarıksel & McLarney, 2010). It is argued that the Islamic-ness of the commodity cannot in fact be located or fixed; it is instead best understood as a mode of insertion into socio-spatial networks. Veiling-fashion as a
commodity enters into and becomes constitutive of the wider material and symbolic networks that enact Islamic-ness in Turkey today. Furthermore, the commodification of Islamic dress in urban Indonesia has been an important trigger for rethinking the relationship among faith, gender, and materiality. The shifting of Islamic dress in modern urban Muslim in Indonesia happened, which is being an exclusive phenomenon in 2005 and change it after (Jones, 2007, 2010).

Muslim fashion, particularly the hijab, has been a signifier of identity in Indonesia since the 1980s (Lukens-Bull, 2008). Javanese Muslim women have experienced new veiling fashion, taking it into the process of social change that constructed Javanese Muslim women in negotiating the meaning of veiling with their cultural past. This phenomena denotes the attempt of transformation of self among Javanese women, “… that the decision to wear Islamic-style clothing both effects and signifies a transformation of self for women in Java, and that this subjective transformation is informed by, and in turn contributes to, larger processes of social change occurring in contemporary Indonesia” (Brenner, 1996; Smith & Nancy, 2007).

Meanwhile, the development of Muslim fashion industry in Indonesia has recently become the sign of religiosity through fashion. The way Muslim community consume Muslim fashion is merely due to neo-capitalist industry created the new life style through the religious symbol (Jones, 2010). However, the sign of religiosity that was brought by Muslim fashion and consumed by Muslim community has potential consideration not as a false satisfaction (Angkita, 2012; Tarlo, 2007). This term refers to the consumption of signs brought by the media; while Muslim communities in Indonesia consume Muslim fashion in order to fulfill their religious piety needs (Jafari & Sandikci, 2016; Tarlo, 2010). This article uses the term Muslim fashion in order to make it clear that
Muslim fashion (busana Muslim) discusses to not only about hijab or veils but also all the clothing, accessories, and tools that supported and involved in it (Hamdani, 2011). It is the common term that is used in Indonesia that Muslim fashion is more like how the people wear clothing in Muslim way. This means that when people wear clothes in Islamic way, they wear not only headscarves but also long sleeves, long pants, skirts, or dresses in order to cover their body based on Islamic teaching.

This article proposes to figure out the relation of religious piety in Muslim fashion industry. As doing brief survey, this article finds many contestations happening in this industry between identity, economic values, and religiosity (Hasan, 2009). To analyze more about those phenomena, this article seek to examine the interplay between the blooming of Muslim fashion industry and the current Islamic lifestyle in Indonesia and the role of religious piety in boosting the production and distribution within the Muslim fashion industry. Karita fashion industry has been a locus of research of this article. This article put an argument of that Muslim woman in Indonesia considered fashion as one of the symbols of piety; however some take advantage it as an economic commodity.

**Muslim Fashion and Millennial Designers**

In spring 2015, the prominent fashion house from Italy, Dolce & Gabbana launched their new collection of abaya for Muslim customers. The Week (2006) informed that they also promoted this new abaya as part of their mainstream media presence company Instagram (IG) account together with their mix backstage shots and other catwalk collections. Dolce & Gabbana as one of the most popular fashion houses in the world which usually produces high-end fashion introduced the abaya with the theme “amidst the desert dunes and skies of the Middle East, an enchanting visual story about the grace and beauty of the marvelous women of
Despite the exotic description, their purpose in producing this *abaya* arguably due to the political and cultural awareness, which noticed that the global Muslims spend on apparel was valued at $266 billion in 2013 and projected to rise to $484 billion by 2019. Here is the evidence that Muslim fashion lately has grown into a luxury market and gained the special attention from the influential fashion house in the world (Sayan-Cengiz, 2018; Stano, 2010).

Subsequently, this involvement of the luxury brand in Muslim fashion also makes this fashion industry wider and extends into the politics of culture particularly for the wealthy Arab women who had been keeping the couture houses in business since the 1970s. Since its emergence, Muslim fashion experienced a great recognition from people in the world (Qomariyah, 2016). It means many people consume this fashion, yet on the other hand it accepts the religiosity into public life. This kind of acceptance assumes a good impact in clothing industry of the countries not only in Muslim majority countries but also others. In addition, Muslim fashion has become a new commodity in fashion industry due to some investors considered this as promising market as a new line in fashion world (Hassler, 2004). For instance, so many Muslim fashion stores emerge not only from *Dolce & Gabbana* but also in some big cities in the world such as Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, even in Orlando (*Huffingtonpost*, 2015).

Muslim fashion which is part of fashion industry has been emerged in Indonesia since the resurgence of Islamic teaching in the last four decades. However, the development of Muslim fashion in Indonesia was begun from few decades ago, particularly from the resignation of Soeharto regime (Jones, 2010, p. 91). At this time is presumably has been the turning point of the era of freedom expression and Muslim communities in Indonesia that are freely to show their Islamic lifestyle. Due to political interest, the
government limited the expression of religiosity in public space. It was in the early phase of the New Order regime, wearing Islamic clothing was considered a form of resistance to the state authorities.

Even in 1982, the Department of Education and Culture decided to prohibit female students of secondary educational institutions from wearing a head covering at school, basically it was considered as the basic code of school uniform (Amrullah, 2008). In a few decades of his tenure, Soeharto stressed the system of equations and equity in order to avoid potentially group that would protest his power. The restriction of wearing headscarves in public school certainly does not last forever. It was only in 1991, that the state, in an effort to co-opt the Muslim community, allowed Muslim women again to wear head coverings at schools and government offices. This changing followed the political changing of Indonesia’s reformation. In 1998, Soeharto regime fell as young people and university students demonstrated in front of DPR-MPR building.

Since Islamic fashion has become popular not only with the Muslim community but also for non-Muslims, it has earned strong acceptance from people in every element. Wearing Islamic fashion is a kind of cultural shifting from traditional into modernity has change the way of thinking of urban people particularly who live in central cities. Islamic fashion that spread in society not only in the terms of social changing but also has engaged with Western social theory with economic development and cultural modernity (Smith & Nancy, 2007). Arguably, the phenomenon in other way does not only impact the cultural changing but also the economic development that brings the Muslim society to enter the modernity. However, the changing of modernity brought some consequences for some aspects as we are reminded by urban people especially who feel that they need to exist in this kind of modern era and admit this new culture and new lifestyle. “Modernity, we are reminded, is
multiple sign its meanings and organizations, not least of all when it comes to gender” (Jones, 2007). The gender issue in Muslim fashion often occurs into surface because women are the most community who wear hijab or headscarves. On the other hand, the discourse of Muslim fashion is not only about hijab or headscarves but also men’s apparel.

The development of Muslim fashion industry in Indonesia was not apart from the involvements of Muslim fashion designers. Indonesia which has the biggest Muslim population in the world has created a lot of Muslim fashion designers since thirty years ago. However, the masterpiece of these fashion designers at that time is not too popular because their collection is limited and expensive for common people. Dian Pelangi, one of the most influential Muslim fashion designers, has created a new trend of Muslim fashion in Indonesia. For the first time, Muslim fashion was launched in Jakarta Fashion Week, the most prestigious fashion event. Dian Pelangi received this valuable chance to introduce herself and her creation into public as Muslim fashion designer. Her creations spread in her boutiques all around Indonesia. As the pioneer of Muslim fashion in Indonesia, she has written two books since 2012. Her passion in fashion world has led her to become the Muslim fashion designer in Indonesia and her influence was spread globally.

Furthermore, since such fashion exhibition as Indonesia Islamic Fashion Fair (IIFF) and Jakarta Fashion Week (JFW) were well-organized, Indonesian Muslim fashion is moving forward and it shows that many Muslim fashion designers by the time and most of them are dominated by women. This kind of fashion exhibition then becomes prestigious event for fashion designer to showcase themselves and gain the acceptance from fashion designer community and public. Some famous names that emerge from this exhibition are like Ria Miranda, Jenahara, Zaskia Sungkar, and Fitri Aulia. Each Muslim designer has her own characteristic in her
collection; for instance, Dian Pelangi emphasizes colorful pattern in her collections and Ria Miranda brings pastel color for her masterpieces. These fashion designers are different from the leading fashion designers before, Muslim designers who usually had more knowledge about Islamic cultivation in order to make their collection appropriate with Islamic law. The acceptance from the public in Muslim fashion obviously is seen from the increasing number of Muslim fashion magazine and Muslim fashion stores from around Indonesia.

**Changing Fashion, Exchange Values**

Indonesia, as the biggest Muslim population in the world, experienced significant dynamic of changing in Muslim fashion development. In the past time, people wore hijab or Muslim fashion in order to make them look pious or to declare their obedience for their religion (Smith & Nancy, 2007). When they wore Muslim fashion, it could make them feel more religious and increase their spirituality inside (Hunting & Conroy, 2018). Its fashion obviously purposed to emphasize the identity as religious people, and people will considered them as holy and get the same meaning. Even though at the past time wearing hijab is limited for people who are considered as religious, the government is very restricted about it, yet now since people realized their freedom of expression particularly to show their religiosity into public life, wearing hijab or Muslim fashion had changed or shifted the substance.

Nowadays most of the Muslims wearing Islamic fashion are viewed not merely as religious people, yet now as a fashion choice and confirm them as modern people. Muslims nowadays see Muslim fashion merely more like material symbol and sign of modernity (Arli & Lasmono, 2015; Farinha et al., 2017; Gökarıksel & Sekor, 2010). Muslim fashion nowadays becomes as the part of the most Muslims’ lifestyle in the world who aims
to make their selves as the modest Muslims. It is supported with the role of the media which provides the media to promote Muslim fashion as a new choice of clothing and to perform piety as well in the same time. The existence of Muslim magazine in Indonesia has the important role to build the market (Mahmood, 2011).

The users of Muslim fashion are now faced with a major intersection, which is dressed in a Muslim or Islamic way to follow the teachings of Islam or simply to follow the trend. Here is the position of Muslim fashion particularly in Indonesia is something arguable and negotiable. The shifting from past time into modernity somehow was brought by globalization impact and sometimes globalization makes people start losing their identity and try to find out themselves. The “rules of recognition”, therefore, is not ran away by colonialists or the one who has power but change it into a self-recognition (Bhabha, 1985, pp. 34-35). Every person based on her identity as a member of nation and an individual have self-recognition to build her own identity. In this Muslim fashion case, people are negotiating their identity in religious or modern ways or both.

Indeed Muslim fashion nowadays is unlike Muslim fashion decades ago, yet Muslims in Indonesia feel this changing and this phenomenon is quite dynamic and extraordinary. The discussion about Muslim fashion will be explained further because this new line of fashion has become a new lifestyle of Muslim people in urban community. Since it discovers as new lifestyle, it is supported by such many aspects of fashion community as magazine, fashion group or community, Muslim designers, and producer for sure; thus it makes Muslim fashion as a new promising industry (Amrullah, 2008; Brenner, 1996; Smith & Nancy, 2007; Jones, 2007). Ultimately Muslim Fashion today is considered merely about fashion which contains religious symbol on it and a new kind of industry that brings high profit.
As the increasing a number of people who wear Muslim fashion around the world, Muslim fashion recently gave it particular substance for them. Similar to Jones (2007) that mentioned about the stereotype of hijab is “the only women for whom headscarves were typical were older women who had completed the hajj, and they wore a gauzy, loose kerudung rather than the more opaque and close-fitting jilbab.” As the changing of the era, Muslim women in Indonesia are aimed to choose to be more fashionable moreover because of their anxiety of being good Muslim and modern. However, the evidence proves that Muslim fashion is not merely about personal religiosity. When people recently feel that they finally got their freedom to express their religiosity into public sphere, it makes some of the capitalist got the idea to take an advantage of this freedom into commodity. Echoing Marx’s idea that the heart of the commodity lays a magical gap between the material properties of its use value and the affective dimensions of its fetishization, dimension which give rise to exchange value (Marx, 1976, p. 319-22).

Indeed, the commodity of Muslim fashion industry extends its wings into many sectors such as textile industry, producing, manufacturing, and distributing its products through some religious activities that finally make the users of this fashion unconsciously become proud and little arrogant (Kiliçbay & Binark, 2002; Lewis, 2007). The term of wearing into some fashion Muslims particularly that are made by such popular designers which then they make it such a big business that emphasize on brand image (Rice, 1999). The quote from Dian Pelangi, (2014) shows that a brand must have its own character and stick on it to make brand image, then it makes your product well-known and last for long time in market. This brand image also creates its position into class social meaning that when Muslims wear the products from the Muslim designer, it means that they will consider it as people who afford to buy the expensive clothes
and make them likely into higher class social. Indeed these designers sell not only Muslim fashion but also prestige; it also created the consumption of Muslim fashion in many ways.

Where is the position of piety or religion in this commodity? So many critiques emerged in this development of Muslim fashion from many scholars and produced varies conclusion based on the paradigm they used. Jones (2007) assumes that the producers of Muslim fashion are fared well in creating the assumption of piety for the user of its fashion, stating that

In those critiques, consumers of fashionable *busana Muslim* are positioned as starry-eyed slaves to fashion, either imitating piety or deluded into thinking that the clothes themselves might produce piety. Yet none of these critiques addresses how women might borrow from the authority of a discourse of consumer choice or of Islam to position themselves as in control of their choices.

This new kind of paradigm brings the Muslim community into a new way of thinking and awareness of being more religious. Muslims in Indonesia is a paradox. It is because in other countries people who more acknowledgeable and wealthier they become more secular, instead in Indonesia the more acknowledgeable and wealthier people become more religious (Yuswohady, 2014). It can be concluded that nowadays the Muslim fashion in Indonesia becomes one of the biggest products that are consumed by Muslims. The higher of the income, the higher people spend their money for their need, especially fashion. The need of fashion in the last ten years has been increased, and people more consider fashion as their need to be fulfilled. Fashion Muslim recently has been changed from the stereotype related with part of devotee in a religion and become the new promising industry as well as the business in clothing life style. This kind of industry has played in political and cultural in Muslim society and reached the great amount of revenue not only in Indonesia but also globally (Rudnyckyj, 2009; Balasescu, 2011; Starrett, 1995; Yeniaras & Akkemik, 2017).
Magazines as one of the media provide the path for gaining the popularity for Muslim fashion from the society. The role of magazines here is clearly shifted from giving information into marketing of the Muslim fashion industry. Along with the time, the increasing of revenue of Muslim fashion industry makes the assumption that Muslim fashion the new part of religious consumerism. Producers of this industry must have plans to make it the new lifestyle of urban Muslim in Indonesia particularly. It can be concluded that the producers of this industry make Muslim fashion devotee consume it in the name of religion which can put the piety of urban Muslims and strengthen their identity into public sphere.

**Fashion as Commodity**

Along with the current swift of the Muslim fashion industry that happens in Indonesia, there are a lot of Muslim clothing stores in cities. One of the Muslim fashion stores that attract the attention is *Karita Muslim Store*. To maintain its existence, *Karita* continually recreates its own identity which is young, creative, and original. Since its emergence, this store has been different from other Muslim stores because it brings modernity and new faces of Muslim fashion to the market, and it survives in the middle of Muslim fashion industry development. *Karita* as one of the prominent Muslim fashion stores in Indonesia became the part of economic wheel that puts religiosity inside.

It is argued that *Karita* advertises Muslim fashion as a commodity through the various aspects of its business. Commodity here is defined as products or items that produced massively aims to fulfill the market demand. In the past time, commodity products usually contain of food, herbs and spices, or metals, yet along the time clothes became a commodity product as well. It is an important situation that people in the last ten years desire to have a choice regarding with fashion style to liberate their freedom.
of expression. Thus, the capitalist took this situation as an opportunity to create a new market of Muslim fashion bigger. Arguably, Karita promotes a Muslim brand without necessarily identifying it as a Muslim business, and a distinction that makes it possible to be defined is what it means to commodify Muslim piety in contemporary Indonesia.

The establishment of Karita indeed gave another style and choice for Muslim community in Indonesia particularly in fashion devotee. Karita as one of the Muslim fashion stores from Margaria group has been developed quite well as expected as the company which originated from batik business among other Muslim fashion store. Comparing with its competitors, for example Pands a Muslim department store that is established right across Karita Muslim Square in Yogyakarta, Pands has only two branches in Indonesia and it is quite new. Pands is quite different from Karita which focuses on one specific market while Pands has limited styles and instead serves the family market. Even though Karita developed out of the batik business, the owner aims to build a company that provides Muslim fashion which has exploded since fifteen years ago in Indonesia.

The high market demand for Muslim fashion makes Karita continue to grow until it has three stores in major cities in Indonesia (Yogyakarta, Surabaya, and Purwokerto). The growth of Karita nowadays is a proof that even though it was originally born from Batik business, it has become one of the pioneers of Muslim fashion stores which has the strong character in Indonesia. In order to deliver its character, Karita has created the slogan Gaya Muslim Muda and emphasizes it to be applied in Karita’s business. The creation of its slogan afterwards made Karita has a significant market segment and its own style. Even though Karita was born from a batik company, yet its style has nothing to do with batik. The character behind Karita is mostly girly, feminine, cheerful, and sophisticated.

Subsequently, Karita applied the philosophy of Islamic business ethics to represent their existence as Muslim fashion store that does not
only sell fashion but also bring religiosity into the company. It is in line with the vision and mission from Margaria group that their company is not only profit-oriented but also has high awareness for the society and God as well. Karita wants to be seen as a company which sells Muslim fashion using the Islamic values and brings the religiosity into its business. However the company did not force their employee to join the reciting Qur’an if they do not want it. It is just a program not an obligation. Karita negotiates the position of religion in its company either it applies Islamic business ethic as the foundation yet not exclusively close only for Muslim, it also serves and provides the clothes for non-Muslims.

Karita make its products become the part of religious commodity which provide the Muslim fashion needs. Even though Karita is the Muslim fashion store which sell the needs of Muslim, its company did not apply the Islamic values as their spirit of the company. This store puts its company as part of the industry that uses the philosophy of Islamic business ethic as its business foundation (DeLong, 2005). The complement of consumption is something that takes part in daily life that involves religious piety as the commodified object. Since Muslim fashion is strongly connected with public performance of identity and piety, those who consume it aim to exhibit their identity.

It is necessary to elaborate the relation of Karita’s consumers and the commodification of religious piety using Baudrillard theory of consumer society. It is expected to be able to determine the classification of contemporary Muslims in Indonesia through their amount of purchase (Baudrillard, 1998). This type of classification defines the recent identity of Muslims and the social class of Muslims in Indonesia. This Muslim fashion industry is growing well in Indonesia due to the increasing numbers of people, especially Muslims who recently pay more attention to their appearances, aiming to be modest in Muslim fashion (Hassan &
Harun, 2016). The market itself creates this fashion as a new preferable-to-society lifestyle. This lifestyle is related with religiosity; it brings the Muslim identity becoming stronger in society and shows the connection between religiosity and fashion.

As a Muslim store, *Karita* can be clearly seen that today’s Muslim fashion becomes a religious commodity that is growing bigger along with the Islamic lifestyle. The link between *Karita* and religious consumerism is obvious with sufficient successful business that targets young people. The way of *Karita* sells their products with its marketing style is not putting the religious worship (*sunnah* or *surah*) as its tool of selling; it only offers the modest fashion at the time. It tries to provide what all Muslims need by producing and distributing to the society in order to maintain their business and to make people buy religious products only in *Karita*.

The clothing choice in Muslim fashion nowadays encourages Muslims to define their Muslim identity by exhibiting their fashion style. Ironically, their choice of Muslim fashion has less consideration for the religious piety. It is not about wearing Muslim fashion to make them more pious, yet it is about how to make their identity as modern and fashionable Muslims become stronger. Muslim in Indonesia unconsciously put themselves into fashionable Muslim categories that set the boundaries between the modest and fashionable middle-class Muslim and the high-class fashion Muslims. To support their daily life as fashionable and modest Muslims, they consume specific clothes that get a place in social classes.

**Commodifying Values in Global Context**

The emergence of Muslim fashion stores in Indonesia have proved that Muslim fashion is a part of religious commodification due to the involvement of religion to sell products. As many Muslim stores expand in Indonesia, the choices of fashion for Muslims improve too. Indeed, the number of Muslims who wear *hijab* in Indonesia has grown until Muslim
fashion becomes a defining feature of an Islamic lifestyle. The Islamic lifestyle has increased the freedom of choice for Muslim fashion devotees to express their identity creatively. The choice of fashion varies until the time for Muslims has come to classify themselves into two Muslim fashion categories, which are called middle-class fashion Muslims and high-class fashion Muslims that determine their identity or social class in Muslim communities. Therefore, the consumption of Muslim fashion in Indonesia has become an attempt to strengthen their identity as modern and modest Muslims.

How big is the development of this industry and what else who involve in the proliferation of this industry. This section also gives the evidence that some aspects of in religion use to transaction “aims to examine the exchange aspects of religio-economic transactions, particularly where the symbols of faith are being used to market Islam-associated products” (Fealy & Sally, 2008). This article uses the data from many sectors for instance, global market, ministry of trade, and Islamic economic report. It can be concluded that Indonesia has an essential part in this development since Indonesia is the biggest Muslim population country (Iannaccone, 1998). It can be seen from the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) that Indonesia has the highest among the Muslim countries. Even the government has been very optimistic that Indonesia will be launched into a fashion Mecca for the Muslim world by 2020.

In line with Indonesia Islamic Fashion Consortium (IIFC), the Muslim fashion industry in Indonesia has experienced significant growth since the 1990s and various factors make the Muslim fashion continues to grow. The continuity of growth is the rise in demand for Islamic fashion, growing communities like Hijabers Community hijab, Hijabers Mom, and others until the convening diverse bazaar, fashion Muslim, hijab class activities on campus, companies, recitals, or the gathering strongly
supports the growth of this business in the country. On February 14, 2016 three Muslim fashion designers Indonesia, Zaskia Sungkar, Barli Asmara and Dian Pelangi (ZBD) have a fashion designs Muslims show together. This activity is of course an opportunity for Indonesia can be Indonesian market.

As I mentioned above that Muslim fashion is considered as promising and profitable business, it was supported by the Muslim fashion devotee from around the world (Akou, 2007; Hendar et al., 2018; Meamber et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2017). Since religion is still being the important part of their life, so this industry will stay on its track even bigger because people nowadays are more consumptive and it is utilized by the producers to put a prestige in this fashion industry. The term prestige in fashion world used by many designers not only the high end fashion but also Muslim designer such as Dian Pelangi (2014). For example, since Muslim fashion has a huge demand from many people, the prominent designer and fashion house Dolce and Gabbana produced an abaya for their Ramadan collection in 2015.

The term of prestige here is representing the consumptive habit of Muslim community and the searching of identity which makes them into some social class. The spending capability of Muslim consumers is increasing by the time, based on the Global Islamic Economy 2014-2016 reported that global Muslim consumers spending on clothing and footwear have increased 11.9% to reach $266 billion in 2013. This makes the Muslim clothing market to be 11.9% of the global expenditure and is expected to reach $488 billion by 2019. Top countries with Muslim consumers clothing consumption (based on 2013 data) are Turkey ($39.3 billion), United Arab Emirates ($22.5 billion), Indonesia ($18.8 billion), and Iran ($17.1 billion). The data were also supported by the Director General of Small and Medium Industries (SMI) Ministry of Industry. It
shows that there are 20 million people in Indonesia who use the hijab. This is consistent with the development of Muslim fashion industry which is 7% every year. Additionally, from 750,000 Small and Medium Industries (SMEs) in Indonesia, Muslim fashion industry controls 30 percent the total search “Muslim fashion” in Google, 77% is apparently derived from Indonesia. Then, 16% of which is from Malaysia and 2% from the UK as well as India and there is 5,447 conversations per day about the veil on Twitter.

Creative industries especially Muslim fashion is quite resilient and continues to grow rapidly despite the current challenging conditions and the persistence of global economic uncertainty. The growth of the fashion industry in 2015 is expected to reach 8%. Even the fashion industry was ranked the second after the culinary industry in Indonesia. Creative industries have contributed greatly to the GDP of up to IDR 573.5 trillion, with the support of the fashion industry’s contribution as the second order of about 30% or reach 164.7 trillion after the culinary industry from 15 types of creative industries (Islamiceconomic.org, 2015). All the data here clearly show that Indonesia has a great amount in consuming fashion which Muslim fashion must have the big part on its proof from the report of Global Islamic Economy in 2014. It means Muslim fashion industry has become a new part of Indonesian Muslim’s consumption associate with accomplishment of their needs of fashion and religion, and somehow it might be the reason behind its act.

Conclusion

The discourse about burgeoning of Muslim fashion in Indonesia prompts much speculation associated with Islamic revival. This phenomenon leads Muslim fashion to become an economic part of religion regarding the Muslim fashion industry. The industry of Muslim fashion has developed rapidly in the last ten years alongside with the
growing number of Muslims who adopt Islamic lifestyle by wearing *hijab* in daily activities. The development of Muslim fashion industry supported by many elements, such as media (Muslim magazines), Muslim designers, Muslim communities, and Muslim fashion stores. The emergence of Muslim magazine is intended to accommodate Muslims in fashion and lifestyle needs. Supporting the growth of Islamic lifestyle, many Muslim designers appear to help Muslims express their fervor of fashion in Islamic ways, which covers their body and hair properly.

The increasing interest in Muslim fashion results in the increasing number of producers of fashion retails. To keep up with the high demand of Muslim fashion, this industry is booming and spreading to Muslim communities in Indonesia. The industry of Muslim fashion ultimately becomes one of the most promising industries in fashion retail in Indonesia and there will come a time for Indonesia to be one of Muslim fashion centers in the world. Following the success of Muslim fashion industry, numerous Muslim fashion stores have emerged all over Indonesia. One of the successful Muslim fashion stores in Indonesia is *Karita* that is part of the Margaria Group, Yogyakarta-based Fashion Company that started from batik and now opens several stores specializing in Muslim fashion for various target populations. With the slogan “young Muslim style”, *Karita* serves Muslim fashion goods for young Muslims who are considered as fashionable, modest, up to date and active people.

*Karita* aspires to be seen as a company that sells Muslim fashion products by utilizing Islamic values and bringing out the religiosity into its business to be not merely as personal concern. Nevertheless, *Karita* do not force its employees to join in their religious activities and try to respect the employees’ choice of religious concern. This shows that *Karita* is a quite flexible company to do this kind of business. Even though this company applies some Islamic business philosophy, *Karita* does not sell its products
by utilizing religious piety or Islamic teaching so that it will boost Muslims’ religious piety by consuming its products. Karita as a Muslim fashion store sells the latest fashion goods that are applicable and appropriate for Muslims to wear. Thus, it can be concluded that Karita is a store that sells Muslims’ needs packed in Islamic ambience. The existence of Karita is a proof that the rise of religious piety among Muslims nowadays has an important role in boosting the production and distribution of Muslim fashion as the new religious commodity.

Karita’s consumers are active shoppers and have a choice to decide their own style from the occupation background, the amount of purchase, and the fervor of fashion style. In conclusion, the activeness of Karita’s women varies based on their background. However, the main reason of them choosing Karita as a shopping destination is because of the collections that are always up to date and the location that is near their places. Based on the data, Karita’s consumers seem to belong to middle class society who is considered as Universalist category. Karita that does not exclusively provide fashion items for Muslims, but also for non-Muslims encourages its costumers to be more open and tolerant to others.

Finally, the choice in Muslim fashion makes Muslims define their identity by showing their fashion style. It leads Muslims to willingly consume Muslim fashion in order to connect their religious piety through Muslim fashion. Thus, Muslim fashion is manifestation of commodification of religious piety for Muslim society. Indonesian Muslims directly put themselves into fashionable Muslim boxes that make the boundaries between the modest and fashionable middle Muslim and the high fashion Muslims more visible. To support their daily life as fashionable and modest Muslims, they consume the specific clothes that put them into social class. It is the proof that Muslim fashion industry in Indonesia is the tool to define Muslims identity. Consuming Muslim fashion for Muslims in the
last ten years has an aim to make them to be part into class social or a particular Muslim group that they want based on their purchasing ability.
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